Rat Pack – Live from Las Vegas

After numerous critically acclaimed national tours since 2000 and FOUR years in London’s West End, the Olivier award nominated Frank, Sammy & Dean – The Rat Pack Live From Las Vegas really is the coolest party in town!

Having played over 1000 performances in the West End, all over Europe, to sell out audiences in Canada and standing ovations in America, a ticket to Frank, Sammy & Dean – The Rat Pack Live From Las Vegas is this seasons must have!

This spectacular production celebrates the incredible singing talent of three world famous entertainers and performers and some of the finest music and song that has ever been recorded. Back when the famous rubbed shoulders with the politicians and partied hard, Frank, Sammy & Dean, all singing, all dancing, all round entertainers, injected not only their songs into the 50s and 60s, but a lifestyle that everyone wanted.

Legends of the 20th Century, idols of the music industry, superstars of the movies, Frank Sinatra, Sammy Davis Jnr and Dean Martin are above all renowned worldwide for their talented voices. Their unique contribution to 20th Century popular music is second to none. Frank, Sammy & Dean all received critical acclaim quite late in their careers and it wasn’t until the late 50s and early 60s that they stormed the world and stayed at the top. And their recordings still constantly chart high throughout the world.

With a talented cast and 12-piece orchestra, take a trip back to the glamorous, hot, glitzy nights of Las Vegas. Experience Frank, Sammy & Dean’s world famous classic recordings and more in this sensationally staged production that brings the music and lives of these legendary characters together again.

'The Lady is a Tramp, 'Mr Bojangles', 'I've Got You Under My Skin', 'That's Amore', 'For Once In A Lifetime', 'Everybody Loves Somebody Sometime', 'New York, New York', 'My Kinda Town', 'Fly Me to the Moon', 'Sway', 'Volare', 'Me And My Shadow', 'My Way', 'Memories Are Made Of This', 'What Kind of Fool’ are just some of the songs that will be featured.

Enormously popular in records, film and television, they were pioneer entertainers of Las Vegas. Triumphant in their success, their love was performing live, their favourite venue The Sands. Frank, Sammy & Dean made The Sands famous due to constant appearances as performers, spontaneous and scheduled, their zany banter and jokes pulled on one another on and off stage and at their parties. When the Rat pack was in town everybody had the best of times and everybody made money! Humphrey Bogart, whom Frank Sinatra adored, formed the Holmby Hills Rat Pack, later know as the Rat Pack and Frank Sinatra was named pack master. This elitist club’s philosophy in life was dedicated to ‘a little hey-hey’, in Rat Pack vocabulary, having ‘a good time’; drinking, socialising, partying. They worked hard, so they played hard and they answered to no one. They were outspoken on all subjects and were open about their political connections. Jack Kennedy partied with them, and for a short time Frank Sinatra renamed the Rat Pack, the Jack Pack. Las Vegas was their playground and everywhere else was known, in Rat Pack vocabulary, as ‘Dullsville, Ohio’. Frank, Sammy & Dean were a force to be reckoned with, an inexhaustible energy that is as apparent in their music today as it ever was.
Press Reviews

For fans of all ages it’s the swinging-ist, ring-a-ding-iest, night in town

The Sun

The Rat Pack Live from Las Vegas is absolutely superb ... Left me breathless with pleasure

The Telegraph

Such nostalgic excellence forged a special atmosphere as we all forgot we were not actually in the presence of the originals

The Mirror

It’s been some years since the trio Frank, Dean and Sammy passed away but their legacy lives on: and this Olivier Award-winning show will take you back to the glamorous days of the 50s and 60s when the Rat Pack appeared regularly at the Sands Hotel in Las Vegas.

Camden New Journal

This is the third time I have seen The Rat Pack since its inception in 2003 and each time the show impresses me with its slick, recreation of a night in 1960 at the Sands Nightclub in Las Vegas.

CurtainUp

The music sounds right, the orchestrations from the 15 piece orchestra are the ones you love and the performances are very good . . . . . but it is all make believe.

CurtainUp

The Olivier Award nominated show is celebrating a decade of record breaking years, and you can why... The Rat Pack – Live from Las Vegas has returned and it’s as fabulous as ever

The Irish World

It’s as close as you’ll get to witnessing these three legends

Western Morning News

This is a precision show, great songs, striking set, three sexy dancers with good voices and a band – what a band – what a joy to hear a double bass played with such passion

Irish News

What a swell party this is

What’s on in London
Production Shots

Dean and Martha Burelli

Frank and the pack with the big band and Burelli sisters
The Burelli sisters

Dean and Sammy